Job details

Data Analyst (Mining Domain)

Date posted
02 Sep 2021

Hays Data & Advanced Analytics • Townsville QLD
Expired On
13 Jan 2022

Base pay

Work type

Contract type

$100,000 - $120,000

Full Time

Permanent

Full job description
Your new company
A leading and global mining organisation in Mount Isa, QLD is seeking a Data
Analyst (mining) to work on the next generation of mining projects!

Category
Science, Technology &
Environment
Occupation
Business/Systems
Analysts
Base pay
$100,000 - $120,000
Contract type
Permanent
Work type
Full Time

Your new role
Your new role will see you work within the small but dedicated multi-disciplinary
Operations Technology team comprised of IT engineers (software, network,
electronic, hardware etc) and mining professionals to work on the improvement
of processes and operations within the mining sector using the latest cuttingedge technology.
On this team you will act as the data subject matter expert which will see you
build up this teams data engineering capabilities by analysing different
technological solutions to see how these could be further enhanced by
introducing advanced data analytics. As part of this you will be developing new
data warehouses to be integrated with existing mining solutions (Modular
Dispatch Underground, Sandvik Automine, Pi Historian, etc), working on the
creation of new data pipelines, the automation of data procedures, conducting
performance reviews to speed up data resources and conducting other relevant
data mining, analytical and visualisation duties.
An example of the work this team has conducted would be the design, build
and roll out of autonomous mining vehicles to improve the safety, performance
and efficiency of mineral transportation within a mine site (which is continually
being improved using data engineering).
What you'll need to succeed
You will need experience/knowledge across some of the following:
SQL and data mining
Microsoft Stack (MS SQL Server 2016+, SSIS, SSAS, Azure, MS
Power Platform)
data visualisation languages and tools such as SSRS, Power BI Report
Server/Service, DAX, Power Query, Python, etc

Job mode
Standard/Business hours

Experience within the Mining sector and working with datasets from this
industry would be desirable
Full Australian working rights
What you'll get in return
You will be offered a permanent role paying up to $120,000 base + 13% super
with a leading and global mining organisation in Mount Isa, QLD which includes
relocation assistance (flights and up to 3 months accommodation) followed by
other benefits such as housing allowance, utilities reimbursement and
discretionary bonuses to name a few.
Note: This role is not FIFO, relocation is required
What you need to do now
If you are interested in this role, click ‘apply now’ or email an up to date resume
to Toby.Applegate@Hays.com.au. If this role isn’t quite right for you but you
are looking for a new position please do not hesitate to get in touch.
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